
AI code and 
documentation 
solution

TL;DR

In-IDE chat contextualized to your org

Generate documentation, legacy systems too

Keep docs up to date as part of your CI/CD

Secure by design

Integrates into your IDP

As the Head of R&D, I truly appreciate how Swimm enhances the 

developer experience and boosts productivity. Thanks to Swimm, every 

developer on our team can quickly understand and contribute code!

- Doron Sinai, Head of R&D, Sunbit 

 4.5
Average weekly 

developer hours saved
*Source: Customer survey

 75%
decrease in repeated 

questions posed to senior devs 
*Source: Customer case study

 2x
faster onboarding 

times
*Source: Client case study

Your contextual answers

Answers are based on your codebase, your business 

logic, and your organizational standards. Avoid 

boilerplate output and get answers that are specific to 

your org and improve over time. 

Developer-first knowledge

Create documentation or generate it using AI. Swimm 

docs are saved as Markdown files and contain live 

snippets of code. Organize docs using folders, tags, 

and Playlists.  

Single source of truth

Out of date context sources are worse than no 

knowledge. Swimm’s Auto-sync feature keeps your 

sources of knowledge up to date even as code 

changes. 

End context switching

Discover documentation alongside code and create new 

docs without ever leaving the IDE. Set up Doc Rules to 

proactively surface knowledge based on triggers in real-

time.



Secure by design 
Your code & content lives entirely in your repos. 

We are SOC 2 and ISO27001 certified. 

Swimm ensures a smooth developer experience, integrating into our 

SDLC and helping preserve vital knowledge about our codebase.

- Daniel Jakobsen, Staff Engineer at Vim

Problem

Technical knowledge is siloed and lives in the 

mind of a few key devs, causing them to spend 

their time answering the same questions over 

and over again. 

Enforcing organizational standards

Onboarding new developers or contractors

Working in legacy systems

Infrastructure changes

Risks

Without democratized code knowledge, 

teams deal with:

Longer development cycles

Increased onboarding time

Accidental introduction of critical mistakes 

Lost knowledge through attrition

Solution

Instant and accurate responses that are contextualized 

to the nuances of your engineering organization. 
 

With Swimm:

Unblock developers 

Free up experienced developers

Promote best practices and standards

Avoid repeat misatakes

Less time spent onboarding new devs

Remove roadblocks. 

Enhance developer 

velocity. 

Q: Why do we call ‘CustomerValidator’ during 
the checkout process?

Auto generated

From a doc

From code

Ask anything about the code

A: The CustomerValidator function protects

against fraud per our ISO 37003 requirements.
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The threshold is set high to avoid delays

during most checkout processes.

To visually represent this process, the following

diagram provides a high-level overview:

User checkout flow
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